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Oracle is committed to minimizing the potentially harmful substances used in developing and manufacturing our products. In addition to complying with all applicable substance legislation worldwide, Oracle has initiated efforts to remove and/or reduce other potentially hazardous substances from the design and manufacture of our products.

Oracle provides an increasing array of cloud technology and cloud services that include software as a service (SaaS), platform as a service (PaaS), and infrastructure as a service (IaaS) offered to our customers globally. We are continually evolving our approach to address fast-changing legislation worldwide, including material restrictions (RoHS, REACH), design for the environment, design for recyclability, and responsible sourcing.

Through our ongoing engagement with industry groups, we help address potential future challenges, including the environmental impacts of the use of our technology.

Related policies
Oracle’s commitment to human rights is reflected in a number of Oracle policies and practices, as well as its participation in industry initiatives including:

- Oracle’s Global Position on RoHS
- Oracle’s Position on REACH
- Oracle FAQ for REACH
- Oracle Statement on the United States TSCA
- Oracle Position on WEEE and Environmental Compliance
- Oracle’s Statement on Conflict Minerals
- Oracle CA Prop 65 Policy Statement
- Oracle Global Position on Persistent Organic Pollutants
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